LPHQ Hires New Volunteer Coordinator

By Andrew Davis

The Libertarian Party is proud to announce a new addition to the national staff in Washington, D.C. Austin Petersen has been hired as the new Volunteer Coordinator for the Libertarian Party. Petersen will be filling the role as a national coordinator of libertarian volunteers and activists. Additionally, he will be working closely with state affiliates from across the nation in order to improve their capabilities as a state Libertarian Party.

Previously from New York City, Petersen has spent the last four years producing, performing, writing and directing various productions in the NYC area, which have appeared in Time Magazine and on the Discovery Channel. While in New York, Petersen was a volunteer coordinator for the NYC Ron Paul Meet-up group, and used his audio/visual skills to promote the freedom movement both locally and nationally. Petersen was also an instrumental force in coordinating the efforts for the LP’s BallotBase operations when it was tested leading up to the New Hampshire presidential primary last year.

Petersen attended Southwestern Missouri State University (now MSU), acquiring a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in Musical Theatre. He was honored with the Critics Choice award for Playwriting from Samuel French.

The Libertarian Party is happy to welcome Austin into our Party!

State Leadership Conference Informs and Educates

By Andrew Davis

Over President’s Day weekend, leaders of state parties from across the nation met in Las Vegas for the annual Libertarian State Leadership Alliance Leadership Conference. The conference hosted numerous speakers and workshops aimed at improving state affiliates’ abilities to be an effective political party and increase the Libertarian Party’s influence at the state level. Aside from the biennial LP National Conventions, the LSALC is regarded as one of the biggest Libertarian events of the year, with attendees coming from across the United States to participate in the weekend’s events. As such, the conference is a meeting of Libertarian activists, organizers, candidates, and financial supporters alike. More than 100 people traveled to Las Vegas to attend the conference and trained to become more effective activists and leaders within the Libertarian movement.

Workshops, classes, speakers and other events were all aimed at improving the Libertarian Party at the grassroots level, making the LP state affiliates more self-reliant and more effective at promoting Libertarian ideas where the party does best: locally. The multitude of events all taught a variety of skills that were meant for state affiliates to take back to their respective states for implementation. Topics discussed at the conference included proper steps to filing with the Federal Election Commission, how to improve media relations and direct marketing strategies. The conference also hosted forums that helped state affiliates and other activists brainstorm about how to reach out to Republicans and Democrats now that their numbers are at record lows.

One of the highlights of the LSALC was the presidential debate following a dinner at the conclusion of the conference. Many in attendance felt the presidential debate was a decisive debate for the future of the Libertarian presidential race, and felt the candidates had to prove themselves at this widely attended debate if they had any hope for attaining the nomination in May.

Seven Libertarian presidential candidates from the current field of 14 participated in the debate. These candidates were Jim Burns, Daniel Imperato, Bob Jackson, Michael Jingozian, Steve Kubby, George Phillips and Wayne Allyn Root. The debate was formatted in several rounds, with questions asked by the debate moderator, Jim Daenig, and then questions asked by the audience while ending with questions asked by the candidates themselves to an opponent. See LSALC on Page 13.

Event List Grows as Convention Approaches

By BetteRose Ryan

This year’s convention is shaping up to be one of the most fun-filled, interesting, information and action packed conventions yet. Not only is there the business of the party, but there is so much more. From more breakout sessions than ever before, to more special events, this convention is set up not just for delegates, but also for friends and families of delegates, those interested in seeing just how the whole convention thing works and those just getting interested in the Libertarian Party. Here is just an idea of the special events and other activities a convention attendee might find of interest:

Special Events top the list this year with discounts to the Colorado Rockies vs. the Mets game on Friday night, May 23. The organizers of the convention have arranged for special field level seating for only $29 instead of the normal $38. Everyone will be seated together, giving the Libertarian group a chance to shine! To order a ticket, the attendee
More Features are Added As Convention Approaches
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should visit www.ColoradoRocksie.com/groups. (The Login is Libertarian, and the password is GoRocksie.) Also on the discount, fun thing to do is list is white water rafting! Spend part of the day Wednesday, May 21, riding the water in the beautiful Cheat Creek Canyon. This half-day excursion down the creek is only $49 and if you order your ticket by April 15, using the reference #40094 you save an extra 10 percent. Remember to tell your convention planners if you sign up for this so adequate transportation can be arranged.

Other special events include two group tours of the U. S. Mint, an Evening with David Nolan, a Wednesday night masquerade party, a presentation by David Hoagland and a trip to the Red Rocks Amphitheatre on Thursday. Details of these special events will be on the DenverLPcon.com soon or send an inquiry to BetteRose@aol.com about any of these events.

The Speakers List has new additions all the time. Issue speakers include Jessica Peck Corry on private property issues, Bill Groom on restorative justice, Gary Smith on gun control, Dr. Steven Frye on the drug war, Dr. Walter Block on libertarian economics, Anthony Gregory on person rights, and Jim Remmert on energy issues. Training speakers include the Leadership Institute regarding grassroots campaigns; Dr. Gary Michael for leadership; Michael Cloud on personal fundraising; Willy Star Marshall about how to get elected; Atty. Mark Rutherford on the use of Web, print and media to get elected; and Dr. Jim Lark regarding campus organizing. There will be panels with some of our guest speakers on everything from “how I got elected” to how laws hurt minorities.

Special Guest Speakers include Reggie Rivers, author and T.V. personality; David Harsey, author and journalist; Desiree Hickson, blogger and entertainer; Earl Allen, world traveler and former candidate; Anthony Gregory, writer and musician; Neal Bookz, talk show host; Sharon Harris, President of the Advocates for Self Government; and Michael Cloud, author and co-founder of the Center for Small Government. One of our speakers, Craig Shirley, will no longer be participating in this event. His company has signed a contract with a presidential candidate and he feels this would be a conflict of interest. He will be missed.

Roundtable discussions will be another interesting way to spend time at the convention. These informal sessions are in addition to the almost 40 hours of seminars being offered at this convention. Offered first thing in the morning and at various times throughout the day, these discussions will cover everything from how much our younger libertarians mean to the movement to new voting systems to tax discussions. These open discussions allow for everyone to have a voice on the topic.

The business part of the convention will be just as exciting as the non-business sessions. There will be platform debates as the platform committee introduces a new set of planks for the delegates to consider and the bylaws committee will also have changes to suggest. Of course, there is the nomination of our candidates for president and vice president. Both are hotly contested races. Delegates are encouraged to learn all they can about these candidates since it is the delegates who determine who will be in our debates and who will get nomination time on the stage. Next, there will be the elections of the LNC officers and at-large representatives and election of the judicial committee. Finally, let’s not forget the passage of resolutions.

A Bonus and a possible FREE convention pass are waiting for those signing up for the convention before April 15th. There will be something extra in their convention bags. No, the convention planners are not talking about what that something might be, but be sure to look for it. In one of those bags, there will be a gold ticket that will be redeemable for a refund of the bag holder’s convention package. To top it off, a ‘special’ second gift will appear in two other bags.

See Events on Page 13

Convention Hotel Offers Guests Luxury and Utility

By BetteRose Ryan

The Adam’s Mark hotel (soon to be a Sheraton), located at 1550 Court Place, is one of the finest hotels in Denver and has attracted many high power visitors during its life. President Bush spent time in this hotel during his time in office, and some of the most important events ever to hit Denver have been held at this hotel. The hotel speaks of old time elegance with its wide-open lobby and high ceilings. Two life size statues of horses greet guests in the main lobby and are a ‘meet me in the lobby’ landmark.

The hotel actually consists of two hotels joined by a sky bridge, located on the second floor and by the convention area. The plaza hotel area is a seven-story structure, and the tower is a 22-story building; each has its own lobby and ballrooms. While this may sound intimidating to a convention attendee, the convenience is there on the convention floor. Two elevators, steps from new voting systems to tax discussions. These open discussions allow for everyone to have a voice on the topic.

The business part of the convention will be just as exciting as the non-business sessions. There will be platform debates as the platform committee introduces a new set of planks for the delegates to consider and the bylaws committee will also have changes to suggest. Of course, there is the nomination of our candidates for president and vice president. Both are hotly contested races. Delegates are encouraged to learn all they can about these candidates since it is the delegates who determine who will be in our debates and who will get nomination time on the stage. Next, there will be the elections of the LNC officers and at-large representatives and election of the judicial committee. Finally, let’s not forget the passage of resolutions.

A Bonus and a possible FREE convention pass are waiting for those signing up for the convention before April 15th. There will be something extra in their convention bags. No, the convention planners are not talking about what that something might be, but be sure to look for it. In one of those bags, there will be a gold ticket that will be redeemable for a refund of the bag holder’s convention package. To top it off, a ‘special’ second gift will appear in two other bags.
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Convention Hotel Offers Guests Luxury and Utility

By BetteRose Ryan

The Adam’s Mark hotel (soon to be a Sheraton), located at 1550 Court Place, is one of the finest hotels in Denver and has attracted many high power visitors during its life. President Bush spent time in this hotel during his time in office, and some of the most important events ever to hit Denver have been held at this hotel. The hotel speaks of old time elegance with its wide-open lobby and high ceilings. Two life size statues of horses greet guests in the main lobby and are a ‘meet me in the lobby’ landmark.

The hotel actually consists of two hotels joined by a sky bridge, located on the second floor and by the convention area. The plaza hotel area is a seven-story structure, and the tower is a 22-story building; each has its own lobby and ballrooms. While this may sound intimidating to a convention attendee, the convenience is there on the convention floor. Two elevators, steps from one another, will take the attendee to one lobby or the other. This gives the two buildings an integrated feel. The parking garage also joins the two buildings making one car’s easy.

Reaching the hotel from the airport can be done by taxi, Airport Shuttle (available every 15 minutes from 5:00 AM to 6:00 PM) and the RTD SkyRide. The taxi is the most expensive, but if you are traveling with companions, it might well turn out to be a not too expensive and convenient way to travel. The Super Shuttle is less expensive than the taxi and does have round trip coupons available (attendees will find information about a group rate in their confirmation packets). The Sky Ride is a door-to-door service, but is the next best thing.

Catch the bus outside the airport baggage claim door and travel to downtown Denver with only four stops. At the Market street station, transfer to the free 16th Street mall shuttle, which stops at the corner of the Adam’s Mark building.
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Fair Election Protest

I am new to the Libertarian Party so this might sound a little naive. Why hasn’t each state’s Libertarian Party protested at their capitol demanding fair elections? In my state, Illinois, the battle just to get on a ballot wastes so much time and money that there’s nothing left for the actual campaign. I’m assuming other states have similar roadblocks for third parties. Libertarians in each state should hold a massive protest in front of their state capitol calling for a change in the rules. Alert the media! Email, call and fax your “representatives.” Become a thorn in everyone’s side. Make it known that our “leaders” will not get our vote unless they pass a bill putting everyone on an equal playing field. Show these republicrats that third parties need to be included if we are ever going to have an actual democratic process. Elections need to be a free market, too. We could get the Green Party, the Constitution Party and others to join us.

The party should focus on state elections first and then use that as a stepping stone into the US Senate and House seats. Why, after 37 years, does this party still not hold ANY federal offices? I can barely find state parties in my state. Why, after 37 years, does this US Senate and House seats. That as a stepping stone into the state elections first and then use it known that our “leaders” will not get our vote unless they pass a bill putting everyone on an equal playing field. Show these republicrats that third parties need to be included if we are ever going to have an actual democratic process. Elections need to be a free market, too. We could get the Green Party, the Constitution Party and others to join us.

The party should focus on state elections first and then use that as a stepping stone into the US Senate and House seats. Why, after 37 years, does this party still not hold ANY federal offices? I can barely find state parties in my state. Why, after 37 years, does this US Senate and House seats. That as a stepping stone into the state elections first and then use it known that our “leaders” will not get our vote unless they pass a bill putting everyone on an equal playing field. Show these republicrats that third parties need to be included if we are ever going to have an actual democratic process. Elections need to be a free market, too. We could get the Green Party, the Constitution Party and others to join us.

This is my personal report on the state of the LP. I attended the recent get together in Las Vegas and it’s always uplifting to be among friends. My impression of the presidential candidates debate is that we need to do much better. In their own right the participants are a good group but not worthy of any effort on our part to sell the American people on their viability as our next president.

In the past two years the LPNH has had visits by many seeking the presidency, mostly as libertarians. I couldn’t commit to supporting any of them. There are in my opinion two options, we get a commitment from Ron Paul and go with him as our first choice or we revert to the 2006 LPNH endorsement of Dr. Mary Ruwart. “If you liked Ron Paul, you’ll love Mary Ruwart” sounds right to me.

The other proposal I have and briefly got to mention at the chair’s meeting is we need to sponsor events that include other groups. My suggestion is that we have a national freedom day. I believe the Sunday before Labor Day is the right time. I feel a peaceful noon time gathering of all freedom lovers at the state capital of all the states, should be, with months of planning a huge event.

Speaking Out is Patriotic!

As Libertarians, speaking out is nearly second-nature. This is why we have the mailbox” in LP News. Feel free to write in to editor@lp.org to express your opinion on any issue, and you just may find it in the next edition of the paper.

Wayne Allyn Root
Libertarian Candidate for President

About Wayne:
• Communicator: Spoken 25+ years to audiences as large as 8000+.
• Celebrity: Known to millions of online gaming & poker enthusiasts, all potential voters and contributors.
• Homeschool Parent: Married with four young children.
• Prolific Fundraiser: Raised $20+ million dollars for his businesses.
• Successful Small Businessman: Presented the ideal image for the LP.
• Public Figure: Frequent guest on Fox News, Fox Business, CNBC, Bloomberg, MSNBC, CNN, ABC, ESPN, and radio talk shows across the country. Profiled by Wall Street Journal, Fortune, Success, Entrepreneur, Equities, Robb Report, and Millionaire Magazine.

Endorsed by John Hospers - Founder L.P.
First Libertarian Party Presidential Candidate (1972)

ROOT for Liberty. ROOT for Freedom.
ROOT for America.

Ready to Renew Your Membership?

Renew through the mail:
Send a gift of $25 or more to:
Libertarian Party
2600 Virginia Avenue, NW,
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20037

To renew online:
Go to our web site at www.LP.org.
Click, “Member Center” at the top right and then click “Renew Your Membership.”

Please note “Renew” on the memo line if paying by check.

Go to our web site at www.LP.org.
Click, “Member Center” at the top right and then click “Renew Your Membership.”

You may also start a monthly pledge online by clicking on “Make a Donation” on the main page of LP.org then selecting the option to start a monthly pledge.

Monthly pledgers automatically renew.

Renew over the phone:
Call the National Office at (202) 333-0008 between the hours of 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. eastern, Monday through Friday.

If calling after hours, feel free to leave a message and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible!
America's Leading Libertarian Candidate

Daniel Imperato The Man of Principle
For The Party of Principle

*Chairman's Circle* *Lifetime Member* *Libertarian*

Join Daniel Imperato and His 33 Million Man and Woman e-March... One American One Dollar at a Time...

Please send Contributions to:
* Imperato for President 2008 *
* 777 S. Flagler Dr. #800W  West Palm Beach, FL 33401 *
* Telephone: 561-833-4420  Fax: 561-515-6136 *
* Or Contribute online at www.imperato2008.com *

"I solemnly swear to defend abide and deploy libertarian principles for our society as best as I can with my solutions and strategies all the way to the White House."

Imperato for President 2008 will also have weekly web broadcasts Wednesdays at 8pm on www.imperato2008.com Viewers can also dial in to the audio broadcast from Daniel Imperato by dialing 888-776-3766. The access code for the conference call is *8706685*.

The broadcast is hosted by i1connect (www.i1connect.com) and is available for use by Libertarian Candidates for events, fundraisers, and web broadcasts. Please contact Dan Mangru, i1connect, at 561-305-0519 for more information.

For more information on Imperato for President 2008 please visit: www.imperato2008.com and www.thepeoplespresident2008.com


Paid for by Daniel Imperato for President
Win Them Over With the Most Surprising Communication Technique

By Sharon Harris

Here's a powerful, proven communication technique that's not about speaking. In fact, it's about...not speaking. It's about the misunderstood, too-often ignored art of listening. Wait! Don't turn the page! I know, the idea of learning to listen doesn't sound very exciting, but believe me, learning this will enormously enhance your ability to communicate ideas. So please take a moment to -- listen.

According to communications writer Eugene Raudsepp: “Studies show that only about 10 percent of us listen properly. Most of us don't know how to listen intelligently, systematically and purposefully.” This means that, if you're like most people, your listening skills can quickly be improved -- and if you do that, you'll have a powerful communication skill 90 percent of the population lacks!

Effective, active listening is definitely a skill, and it works just as effectively in business and personal relationships as it does in politics. People like a good speaker, but they LOVE a good listener!

Does this sound simple? Too obvious? Take the challenge -- try it. You'll find that it's harder than it sounds and it works amazingly well.

First, before you start talking in depth about libertarian ideas -- stop! Stop and listen. Really listen to what the other person has to say. Don't just close your mouth and hold your breath while waiting impatiently for the other person to pause so you can jump in and unload your views. The other person can tell if you're really listening.

Instead, take a deep breath; exhale; relax; and nap yourself to help him understand you. This gives you an opportunity to build rapport -- one of the greatest enhancers of communication. Your listener is far more likely to respect you, if you're really listening.

First, you put the other person at ease. He or she will be more likely to show respect for you. If you truly listen, listen actively and well, you will reap a wealth of benefits:

- You will understand each other better.
- You will be more receptive to the other person's concerns, thoughts and worldview. Understanding him is the best way for you, in turn, to help him understand you.
- If you truly listen, listen actively and well, you will understand his concerns, thoughts and worldview. Understanding him is the best way for you, in turn, to help him understand you.
- Second, you hear the other person’s concerns, so that you can address them directly. This gives you an opportunity to build rapport -- one of the greatest enhancers of communication. Your listener is far more likely to listen with an open mind to you in return.
- Third, you can find out misconceptions the other person may have about libertarianism and nip them in the bud. Because you've truly listened, you will know how to address those misconceptions.
- Active listening is an incredibly powerful skill, and it works just as effectively in business and personal relationships as it does in politics. People like a good speaker, but they LOVE a good listener!

Does this sound simple? Too obvious? Take the challenge -- try it. You'll find that it's harder than it sounds and it works amazingly well.

For National Chairman of the Libertarian Party of the United States

“It’s time to play offense,... and I mean play. If you haven’t been having fun advocating libertarianism,... then you’ve been doing it wrong.”

www.ErnestHancock.org
Affiliate News and Events

Alabama

Medicinal Marijuana

Alabama Libertarians, with the assistance of the Drug Policy Alliance, are once again spearheading legislative efforts to place the Alabama Compassionate Care Act in front of the entire state legislature. This will be the third year in a row that the legislation has been introduced. In 2006 and 2007, the bill cleared the Judiciary Committee, but has never made it to the legislative floor. This year, it is hoped that the bill will be referred to the Health Committee.

Libertarian Party gubernatorial candidate 2006, Loretta Nall, has been the key activist associated with the bill. She’s been assisted by other key state Libertarian Party leaders, including Mark Bodenhausen, Mike Rater and Stephen Gordon. Additionally, a documentary is being filmed regarding this legislative attempt.

If passed, the bill will allow for the medicinal use of marijuana as a treatment for the following conditions: cancer, glaucoma, multiple sclerosis, chronic arthritis, cachexia, chronic pain, fibromyalgia, migraines, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) or Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), anorexia, seizures, including, but not limited to, seizures associated with epilepsy, and severe nausea.

Louisiana

University Groups Started

Louisiana will be holding its annual Convention April 18-20 at the Hilton Garden Inn in Lafayette. We will be selecting national delegates, electing new officers and debating a new platform.

So far, we have one candidate for this year’s congressional races, Peter Vidrine of Eunice, in District 7, which is currently held by Dr. Charles Boustany, a Republican. We are looking to run a full slate this year, as well as fielding a candidate against incumbent Democratic Senator Mary Landrieu. Congratulations go to Mr. T. Lee Horne, III who ran our largest campaign to date in his bid for governor last fall.

We have established campus groups at University of Louisiana at Lafayette, LSU in Baton Rouge and Loyola University in New Orleans, with prospects to open more on other campuses around the state.

We enjoy automatic ballot access by way of a measure we pushed through the Louisiana Legislature in 2004, which officially recognizes a party for access once they reach 1000 registrants and pay a $1000 filing fee. To retain access, a party only needs to field a statewide candidate every four years. Our first such candidate was Mr. S.B.A. Zaitoon, who ran for Insurance Commissioner in 2006 in a special election against two Republicans and captured 11 percent of the vote. Our second statewide candidate was Mr. T. Lee Horne, III, who ran for Governor in a 13-person field in 2007.

Iowa

State Convention

The LPIA state convention will be held Saturday, March 15, at the Hilton Garden Inn Des Moines/Urbandale, from 8 A.M. till 4 P.M. The location of the hotel is just North of I-35/80 on 86th Street (near Winsong Theaters). For more information, please visit our Web site at www.LPIA.org, or contact Ed Wright at EB4gp1@iowatelecom.net or (641) 747-2017.

Kansas

License Plate Controversy

Kansas House Bill 2704 seeks to direct the KS Department of Motor Vehicles to issue “Distinctive In God We Trust License Plates” to any resident who orders one.

On Thursday, Feb. 14, 2008, LPK Vice Chairman Jason Peck appeared before the Kansas House Transportation Committee to testify against the bill on behalf of the Libertarian Party of Kansas. Peck’s testimony was approved by the LPK executive committee 5-0-1 (one member did not vote because of an absence).

The written testimony can be seen at http://boston-tea-party.info/lpks/bb2704.doc, and a video can be seen at http://boston-tea-party.info/lpks/bb2704.mov. An article about the bill’s testimony appears at http://cjonline.com/stories/021408/bre_license.shtml.

Despite Peck’s many calls and emails to the Kansas ACLU over the course of the last two weeks, he has received no response, despite himself being a supporting member.

Among the bill’s largest problems is that the DMV wants a deposit for the first order of roughly $10,000.00. The bill’s sponsor has no idea where it will come from, but when asked in the meeting, the sponsor stated: “Churches could raise the money easily.”

According to Peck, it appears to be the beginning of a conversation between Church and State.

Missouri

Heartland Conference

The 2008 Heartland Libertarian Conference will be held April 4 and 5, in Kansas City. Both Missouri and Kansas will hold their state conventions, and there will be an LP Presidential Candidate Debate, which will be broadcast live on two radio stations. It will also be broadcast live via the Internet by one of the radio stations. For more information, please visit http://lpmo.org/heartland2008.

Montana

Run for Office!

Now that the election season is on in Montana, “we are encouraging people to run for office,” said state chair Mike Fellows. Positions in the legislature, as well as statewide offices and local positions are available. Open, statewide, term-limited positions include: Superintendent of Public Instruction, State Auditor and Attorney General. The filing deadline is Thursday, March 20.

Libertarian T.V.

Missoula Libertarians continue to air their live public access show Other People’s Pockets on Missoula Community Access Television, on channel seven. The show began in 1994, and airs the 1st and the 3rd Wednesdays of every month, starting at 8:00 P.M.

New York

State Convention

LPNY State Convention is scheduled for Saturday, April 26, 2008 at The Reception House, Northern Blvd., Flushing, Queens from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. The business meeting will begin at 9 A.M. to elect new party officers, consider changes to the bylaws and conduct other party business. In the afternoon, there will be speakers and presentations from some of the candidates seeking the LPNY presidential nomination.

The speakers include: Thor Halvorssen, of The Moving Pictures Institute; Steve Marriott, of the National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship; and Dr. Mindy Thompson Fullovie, of the Columbia School of Public Health and the Root Shock Institute.

New York Media

The Manhattan LP has been publishing and printing a publication called Serf City. Now the hard-hitting, indignant, and irreverent content of Serf City is a blog near you. Any Internet user can now access the blog at http://serfcity.wordpress.com.

The Capital District Libertarian Party has been producing a public access television show called Capital Outsider. To view current and past shows visit http://capitaloutsider.org.

Hardfire producer Gary Popkin is trying to get his engaging program on a cable access channel near you. Gary’s show features the best in Libertarian discussion and engagement from all walks of New York life. To view previous shows of Hardfire, go to http://Hardfire.net.

See Affiliates on Page 7
Ohio Convention, Ballot Access and Party Growth

The Libertarian Party of Ohio’s state convention will be held April 4-6 at the DoubleTree hotel on the north side of Columbus, Ohio. The key speaker on Saturday night will be Dr. Tom DiLorenzo, with radio personality Brian Wilson of WSPD radio in Toledo serving as the emcee. On Saturday morning, the LPO will have four of the leading LP Presidential candidates in attendance. They are Bob Jackson, Michael Jingozian, George Philley and Wayne Allyn Root. For details on housing and registration fees, please visit www.LPO.org.

Ohio continues to move forward in pursuit of a less restrictive ballot access law. There are ongoing meetings with state legislative members and the Ohio Secretary of State office. Hopefully, this will be resolved by this summer. Ohio is now the fourth largest state affiliate after a big national LP membership drive in Nov. and Dec. We will not be satisfied until we are in the top three in the nation.

Pennsylvania Ballot Drive

The Libertarian Party of Pennsylvania is in the process of its ballot access signature drive. We need to get at least 24,666 valid signatures to get our statewide candidates, including President and Vice-President, on the November ballot. We have gotten an early start gathering signatures and look forward to a successful conclusion of our efforts.

We are continuing our efforts to promote legislation rejecting the federal REAL ID Act in Pennsylvania. We have been working with legislators, concerned citizen groups, and even other political parties to halt this expansion of government authority and preserve our liberties. We had hoped for a relatively quick resolution of the issue, however it seems the Department of Homeland Security and our Department of Transportation would like more time to explain the benefits of keeping personal drivers license information in a federal database.

We hope to have a very informative meeting with a number of LP Presidential candidates at our convention March 14-16, 2008. We are anticipating a very interesting Presidential campaign and nomination in Denver this May, and hope to see everyone there.

Texas Portal of Information

The Libertarian Party of Texas Web site, www.LPTexas.org, has lots of news information and a very active discussion forum. Visitors to the site can subscribe online to our monthly newsletter “Lone Star Liberty.” After only two years of service the number of subscribers has now exceeded 1200. Please visit our Web site to stay informed about our activities.

National Convention

The Libertarian Party of Texas currently has over 40 people approved as delegates to the national convention in Denver. If other Texas Libertarians would like to have a seat in our delegation and cast votes on important business (party leaders, presidential nomination, platform, etc) contact our staff at 512-442-4910 or Director@LPTexas.org.

New Staff Addition

The Libertarian Party of Texas has hired its newest staff member Patrick Barton. Patrick joins Art DiBianca as a staff member working under the direction of our executive director Wes Benedict. Patrick is a recent graduate of the University of Richmond where he majored in History, International Studies: Diplomacy & Politics and made the Dean’s List and National Honors Society. He participated in the Congressional Student Leadership Conference in Washington DC and was a Field Assistant for the Brownback for President campaign.

Chairman’s Debate

State Chair Pat Dixon presented the issue of Global Warming on the weekly television show Live and Let Live on Dec 22 of last year. The video has been uploaded and posted on Google video. It can be found at http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=617434640025336908

Utah “Mock the Vote”

Who will be the Libertarian Party’s next presidential candidate? Libertarian Party of Utah chairman Rob Latham announced the launch of an online demonstration election to illustrate how voters might narrow the field of 18 announced candidates for the party’s presidential nomination -- plus “None of the Above” -- down to one majority winner -- in just one election.

Voters can “Mock the Vote” for the 2008 Libertarian presidential nomination by visiting http://www.demochoice.org/dcballot.php?poll=2008LPres online. The demonstration election launched and administered by Latham uses the ranked-choice voting method, which allows voters to indicate their preferences among several candidates instead of being limited to choosing just one. “Rank–choice voting has a track record of promoting positive campaigns and saving election administrators, participants, and taxpayers the significant costs associated with a separate runoff election,” says Latham. In 2006, voters enacted into law all four local initiatives to adopt ranked-choice voting on the ballot in the United States.

Although the demonstration election for the Libertarian Party’s presidential nominee is unscientific and can be manipulated by over-zealous supporters, some patterns and insights into the 2008 race should emerge. “Observers of ‘Mock the Vote’ should be able to see coalitions form around candidates with similar campaign platforms and bases of support,” says Latham. “We may even be able to predict the eventual winner.”

Through the party’s national convention over the 2008 Memorial Day Weekend, Libertarians can track the presidential candidates’ support -- or lack thereof -- using the online demonstration of this more competitive and representative electoral method, which is being implemented in more and more municipalities across the United States.

Vermont State Convention

The VTLP state convention will be held on Saturday, March 29, at Orchard in South Burlington, Vermont. Events will begin at 11:30 A.M. More convention details will be made available on the Web site in the near future. Otherwise, contact Jeremy Ryan to RSVP or to learn more information. Ryan can be contacted at chair@vtlp.org or by telephone at (802) 865-0111.

Paul Supporter Outreach

The Missouri LP is reaching out to Ron Paul supporters. The Missouri LP State Chair, Glenn Nielsen spoke to more than 200 Ron Paul supporters on Jan. 25 at the Southern Missouri Paul-a-thon. The story and videos of the speech at the Southern Missouri Paul-a-thon can be found at www.showmepblog.org/page/glenn?entry=missouri_lp_state_chair_speaks. To access the Missouri LP Ron Paul supporter outreach page with a video message from the Missouri LP State Chair, visit http://lpmo.org/RonPaulSupporters.shtml. The Missouri LP also created a YouTube Channel, which can be found at www.youtube.com/MissouriLP.

Michael P. Jingozian Libertarian for President
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A Nation Still Left to Peacefully Conquer

By William Redpath

It’s 2008, as I’m sure you have noticed. We are getting to the shank of the United States political season—the presidential election, along with the election of the US House and one-third of the US Senate. Then there are the gubernatorial, state legislative and local elections, also.

However, before I turn my attention to 2008, I would like to recap what happened with the Libertarian Party in 2007.

I will leave it to the LNC’s Treasurer, Aaron Starr, to speak in more detail to the current financial situation of the LNC, but it is better than it has been in a long time. Accounts payable are essentially nonexistent for us now. In comparison, four to five years ago, the LNC was in a condition of “financial exigency,” which was bad enough even without using a word of which I did not previously know the meaning. The financial situation of the LNC has stabilized, thanks to your financial contributions and the prudent expenditures by the LNC and national office staff.

Nonetheless, as you can see for yourself in the Treasurer’s Report, we are not an organization flush with cash—particularly in comparison with the R’s and D’s. We have a world (or at least a nation) to peacefully conquer, and it is a sad fact that it will take much in the way of financial resources to do that; however, more on that later.

At the end of 2007, LP sustaining (a euphemism for “currently financially contribut-ing”) membership was up more than 20 percent from the end of 2006. The membership by state, as of December 31, 2007, can be seen in the accompanying table. Total “zero dues” members increased from 104,732, by the end of 2006, to 107,748, as of December 31, 2007.

Now, turning to the topic that is the raison d’être for this organization: candidates. With 2007 being an “off year” for elections, we, of course, did not run as many candidates as we did in 2006. In 2007, we ran 98 candidates, of whom 19 won election to public office. According to LP Political Director Sean Haugh (a 2007 addition to the national office staff, I might add), the LP ran 634 candidates nationwide in 2006.

According to Haugh, we are fixin’ (a little Texas talk here, as a nod to the LP of that fair state, which consistently runs a lot of candidates) to run over 1,500 candidates nationwide in 2007.

See Chairman on Page 13.
Libertarian Party Sees Ongoing Financial Improvement in 2007

By Aaron Starr

I am dedicating this column to Raymond Burrington. I never knew this man, but he knew us and believed in the principles upon which we stand. Mr. Burrington died in 2007 and made a large bequest to the Libertarian National Committee. We do not yet know the final amount of this generous gift, but it is estimated to be in the low six-figure range and we will realize the proceeds over the next few years.

It’s a tribute to our better nature that one man’s last desire was to see all of us succeed in restoring American values of liberty and freedom. You, too, can honor this man’s wish to improve your life. Create your own legacy by mentioning the Libertarian National Committee in your will.

I’m pleased to state that 2007 has witnessed an ongoing improvement of our financial position.

Our relations with our vendors have improved significantly, with some now agreeing to provide us with better pricing due to our more sound financial footing and our ability to pay suppliers promptly. At the end of 2007, we had more than $113,000 in the bank, while amounts due vendors was zero.

Recorded revenues exceeded $1.4 million during 2007, which is probably somewhat understated due to the value of the previously mentioned bequest having not yet been finalized. Even without this bequest, our revenues exceeded expenses by more than $100,000.

The delegates in 2006 adopted bylaw language that I helped author, which requires our financial statements be in conformance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).

Since becoming treasurer, I had staff revise our 2006 balance sheet to include as an obligation the deferred revenue of life memberships. Because we expect that a person who pays for a life membership could be around for more than 40 years, it’s not appropriate to recognize all of this revenue in the year of the contribution. Instead, it should be recognized ratably over the expected life of the donor. While this accounting recognizes our liabilities and makes our financial position look drab, this obligation does not require immediate cash outlays.

Accurate historical information is not readily available, so it is unlikely that we will be able to create comparable financial statements from previous years using the same GAAP basis of accounting. So, while we can present accurate financial information for the most current years, and should continue to do so, it will be difficult to make meaningful comparisons with prior years.

Perhaps the most important task that is expected from a board member of any nonprofit or cause-oriented organization is to raise money. At the beginning of my term I asked each board member to either personally raise a large amount of money or to personally give that amount during their term of office. This is commonly referred to as “give-or-get.” Understanding the seriousness of such a commitment, most all of the LNC stepped up to the plate, with many members agreeing to each give-or-get as much as $5,000. I’m proud to state that LNC Board Members, so far this term, either gave or received in excess of $150,000—well above our target.

If you intend to seek a position on the LNC at the convention, understand that this is a serious commitment and that you will be expected to assist the Party financially. To those of you who give recurring monthly donations with your credit card, thank you very much. This steady source of cash flow makes it possible for an organization to focus on the future, rather than the crisis du jour.

At current support levels, we are able to cover our ongoing monthly expenses, so additional contributions at this point can be used to increase our political effectiveness in the marketplace of ideas. The annual budget adopted by the LNC is conservative, with projected revenues of only $1.4 million. Additionally, while we have budgeted for the basic ongoing costs of the organization, we do not yet have the funds necessary to achieve ballot access in every state. To get there, we’re going to need your help.

Please call the national headquarters today and increase your financial support to the Libertarian Party. With your help we can spread our message of freedom far and wide.
Stalwarts of Liberty

The Libertarian National Committee thanks the following renewing members:

Renewal Period: 2/11/08 - 3/10/08

Patron:
Thomas A. Chervenak
James W. Daughy
Louis F. Fries III
Steven Mercier

Sponsor:
Larry A. Bush
Ken George
John W. McCoy
Stephen Pennhal
Lee Roznak
John P. Sands
Nicholas Vakula

Supporting:
Anthony J. Anderson
Bruce A. Anderson
Paul S. Anderson
W. L. Andrus
Paul E. Antonovich
Michelle Ayd
Daniel R. Baker Ph.D
Christine Bauquais
W. H. Blackwell
Roger Bloxham
Brenda R. Boswell
L. H. Boyd Jr.
Jack Brennan
Philip J. Brennan
Paul Brochon
Brookover Arno C. Buhler
Christopher Cash
Paul Cashin
David Chapman
William Culpepper
Sarah Daniels
Larry Diesel
Garth R. Drewry M.D.
Terry A. Durre
Matthew S. Ellis
Karen Eliason
Charles W. Engelhard
Penelope J. Evans
David Ferguson
William D. Ford
Robert Gilliam
Tim A. Greener
Rogene A. Hamilton
William Hansen
Dale Harden
Charles G. Harwell
Bert G. Hassler
Peter A. Hatch
James Henne
John C. Holland
Mary E. Huggard
Alfred James
Richard L. James
Linda J. Janca-Braatz
Ellis Kane III
Robert Key
Karl Kovach
James E. Kulp
Blair Law
Michael Leasman
Paul Linforth
Norman E. Lucas
Jeffrey N. Lupowitz
Timothy D. McCulloch
Kurt Mercier
Elmer J. McDowell
Robert M. McDowell
Evelyn C. Meher

Frank Mellody
H. P. Miller
Harold R. Minchew
Edward Mozyckiwicz
Robert Morris
Michael T. Murray
David Nadeau
Pietro Nicchiolo
W. J. Nelson
David L. Neumann
Alexander M. Newton
Daniel N. Nembhard
Kenneth K. Nichols
Michael Nodd
Thomas Oeth
Joseph O'Keefe
Byron W. Onisko
Nynke Pekirce
Andrew A. Piaszek
John Plummer
Samuel F. Peat Jr.
Julie L. Pratt-Willey
Doris A. Putzolu
James Riis
Sharon R. Rockemaker
Thomas Samuel III
Eli Sandsnegard
Edwin G. Sather
David Scholmman
Dale Seibert
Rachelle Fields
Randy Stansby
Steven Story
Fredrika M. Strandfield
Thomas Styles
Austin D. Swanston
Nelson Templeton
Walden B. Thiede
D'Anne Welch
Jerald Winkie
Wallace R. Wynia
Richard Yates
Thomas J. Young
Timothy Young

Sustaining:
Thomas S. Adams
Leonard H. Alexander
Louis J. Aljimiri
John R. Alisp
Gary N. Anderson
Robert C. Anderson
Cathy Ann
Lauren AREND
Adele A. Athiean
Lynn Atherton-Bloxham
Sidney Atkinson
Robert Austin
Arlo D. Baggeter
David N. Banks
William B. Barber
Bradon Barnard
Frank Barnes
Todd A. Bartlett
Hazard L. Bartlett
John R. Bartlett
Philip Baumeus
Rex Bearh
David H. Bell
Mark Bell
Susan Bell
David L. Bennett
Alan T. Bergman
David M. Beyster
James E. Bickel
Joseph Blumenthal
Sheree Blamitt-Huson
Walter E. Block
John R. Bobb
Stuart E. Boehmmer
Dean L. Bolton
Steven Borseth
John A. Boston
W. L. Boucher

Don Bowman
Virginia Bowman
William H. Bowman
John Boyd
Andrew Boysen
Donald J. Bramble
Adrian Brandreth
William C. Brennan
Martin M. Bretherton Jr.
Daniel L. Brett
Michael F. Brett
John E. Brider
Connie L. Brickner
Barry Broome
Anthony B. Brown
Barrett Brown
David A. Brown
Paul S. Brown
Jeff Bucher
Glen Burg
William C. Burns
Doug Bythier
Ronald J. Byun
Bruce Campbell
Carla Campbell
Robert Capuzzo
Tony Casler
Hale E. Caswell
George Chamberlain Jr.
Swithin Chandler
Brian Chapman
Bobby Chapman
Charlamine
Jane A. Cheliw
Jay Cheliw
Henry D. Childs M.D.
Robert Christophel
Guy Christophel
Frederick A. Churches IV
Tamara Coezbord
James R. Clark
Christopher Clements
Michael Cleverett
Carolyn L. Cliff
Martin Cline
Michael Clyde
Jimmy Colby
William Colburn
Sam Collins
Chad G. Colby
Karen N. Colby
Richard Connolly Jr.
George E. Constantine
Gregory Cooper
Mary E. Cushing
Charles L. Culp
Lester C. Culver
Don H. Culwell
Terry Czubko
Katherine Daigle
Eleanor Daly
Valeria Darnello
Ronald M. Davis
Timothy A. Davis
Craig Dawkins
Artie D. Drange
Robert A. Dempsey
Kevi Diaus
Aritha Dibonacci
George Dickson
Glen Dicke
Karl N. Dickey
Brian K. Diel
Jean Dilts
Eileen Dirdak
Robert Dodd
Robert H. Done
John J. Donovan
Dale A. Dovens
Charles T. Dorsey Jr.
Frank Dornan
Meagan L. Duckworth
Keith Dunn
Lois Duval
Brian P. Dykema
Christopher Ede
Michael Einhaus
Louis Elias
Adrian Eley
Michael E. Fairbanks
Martin J. Fallahey
John K. Farr
Rajesh Feldman
Adrian D. Fenderston
D.D.S.
Eric J. Fierl
Eric F. Fisher
Thomas G. Fisher
Robert Flachse
Dudley Flanders
James Fleming
Anthony Flitcraft
Frederick Floreth
Stephen Flynn
Michael Foley
Reggie Fontenot
John W. Ford Jr.
E. L. Forde
Gregory J. Forster
David Frazer
Keenan Froyderson
Michael Fricchiott
Canunn Garcia
Lauren Gardinet
Eric T. Ceilting
Robert A. Gentile
Joan George
Christopher R. Gervin
Patricia E. Giassa
John Gorman
James R. Goy
Kevin J. Grace
John H. Gray
Giovanni Graziani
Christina M. Groth
Lois Grzena
Richard F. Guili
Robert D. Haarstad
Shaun Hacke
Arthur L. Hall M.D.
Gary Halm
Samuel D. Hall Jr.
Nicholas Hamisevicz
Michael Hammer
Bryan Hampton
Ernece Hancok
Linda Handelman
Frank Hanna
James A. Hardson
Stephen C. Harris
Edward J. Harshman
Abe Hascup
Robert J. Hatchett
Mikel Hautzinger
Andrea Heberling
Philip H. Hein
Donald R. Henley
Greg Henshall
Leonor Herrn
Paul Herrmann
Roger J. Hess
James Hewett
Giovanni Heinckmann
David A. Hines
Charles W. Hinton
Steven A. Hoffman
J. Holdren
John H. Holdren
J. L. Holm
David A. Horne Esq
Peter M. Horvith
Daniel T. Howe
John S. Hrovat
Lucille E. Hurn
Steve Hudson
Mark Hurt
Frank Iacono
Brett Janusscillo
Brian Irving
Joseph D. Ismay
Sam Jacobse
Michael Jaeger
Richard Jaeger
Bernard Jaffe
Badal Johnse
Duane Johnson
John A. Johnson
Patricia Johnson
Thomas S. Johnson
Tony Jones
Richard E. Jonson
Michael J. Jordan
Daniel R. Juliano
Richard A. Kanno
Paul Kelley
William R. Kendall
Jay Kenderline
Donald Kerr
Marcus Kirby
Richard E. King
Ralph C. Klingsporn
Michael K. Kopping
Koral A. Korsch
Philip J. Knight
Barbara A. Komly
John J. Koncub
Andrew Korol
Robert Kracht
Nicholas W. Kratz
David Kraus
Neil Krivokos
Victor Kruger
Kenneth Kuchinick
Stephen Kuhl
Andreas M. Kurzweil
David J. Lenna
William R. La Verde
George Landes
Philip A. Laibe
Brad Laird
Robert P. Lambert
Robert R. Laner
Collin Lane
Mark A. Lawson
Rick Leach
Stewart D. Leard
Michael Leary
Lowell Lehsin
Suzie J. LeCuraux
Roger K. Lee
Ken Lehokey
Thomas M. Lemberg
David Leonard
Milo Leubner
Marlyn L. Levin
Bryan LDavie
Scott M. LeBeau
Brian Lindberg
Brian Lintz
Edward B. Litherland
Richard Lipton
Andrew Loh
Charles S. Lounks
Paul D. Lubell
Richard K. Lueders
Mark A. Lund
William Lund
Michael M. Lyons
Doug Massa
Andrew E. Macaskill
Mark Mallet
Joyce Manzz
Jeff Manguno
Thomas E. Marshall
Bill Martin
Horace H. Matheny
Sally H. McAlister
Paul A. McBride III
James W. McCarty Jr.
William L. McCord
Nancy W. McCoy
Jonathan McElvody
Noel E. McFoil
L. C. McHenry
Michael McLaughlin
Michael L. Mclean
Eric McKinnon
Johnny Meyer
Andrew E. Michyeta IV
Jim McCool
Timothy Millar
Brad Miller
Claude J. Miller
George L. Miller
John D. Miller
Joseph B. Miller
Melvin C. Miller
Robert Mish
Gregory J. Mitchell
Shahrokh Mohajzadeh
Juan D. Miller
Kelley Moore
Dale Morgan
Michael Morgan
William A. Morgan
Clark Morrison
James M. Murdock
Kevin W. Murphy
Steve Neiffer
Chris Nelson
Russell Nelson
Jesse Newton
Duane Nyberg
Robert P. Newman
Larry Newton
Liret Nicholas
Alexander W. Nicolo
Shawn Noker
Earl W. Nolan
Matthew Norman
Timothy O. Norton
Rev. Clinton Nusbaum
Ted Nelson
Philippa Obenski
David R. Obert
J. M. Oglesby
Charles E. Olward
Daryl R. Olthaus
Vilma L. Oman
Michelle A. Ornel
Joe Osborne
Albert D. Oswald
Richard P. Ottovino Jr.
Aless R. Pagnani
Arleigh Papstein
Michael Parga
Jeff Pasquacelli
Bernard Patrick
Scott W. Pearson
Shawn B. Peck
Robert P. Pelce
Ed彭齐
John Penkosky
Edward J. Pennington
Avan Pegg
Gil A. Perez
Rose Perry
Timothy E. Peterman
Mark E. Pizzato
Paul Petersen
Kenneth D. Peterson
Richard Petties
Mark R. Phelps
David A. Phillips
Mark R. Pickens

Continued on page 11
N.C. Ballot Cluttered Again

By Brian Irving

The filing period for the November election is now underway and North Carolina’s ballot is once again cluttered with candidates. That is, cluttered with candidates running unopposed for General Assembly. Nearly 40 percent of the candidates running for the state legislature will get a “free” ride into office, paid for by North Carolina taxpayers -- even those taxpayers denied a chance to run for office in the party of their choice. “These people are just unopposed,” says Barbara Howe, state chair of the Libertarian Party of North Carolina. “They are ‘un-opsable.’ The Democrats and Republicans generally consider the districts and restricted ballot access to anyone but themselves to guarantee they maintain control of state government.

There are 52 unopposed candidates in the 120-member House, and 13 candidates running unopposed in the 50-member Senate. All the unopposed candidates are incumbents with the exception of only one, and only one other has a primary challenge. One of the unopposed candidates is Rep. Thomas Wright (Dem-18th District), who is pending trial for libel. Rep. Thomas Wright (Dem-18th District), who is pending trial for libel.

Ohio Fastest Growing LP Affiliate in 2007

By Jeremiah Arn

Libertarians in Ohio are excited about the amazing growth in membership last year. The Party announced this month that Ohio overtook Illinois, Virginia, Michigan and New York in becoming the fifth largest body of Libertarians in the United States as of December 2007. Ohio is currently the fourth largest state affiliate.

“Thanks to everyone that renewed, and all the State Party members who encouraged friends, family members and neighbors to join the Party,” said Libertarian Party of Ohio State Treasurer Stephen Gordon. “We know Ohioans work hard to earn a living, and this effort shows a commitment to the ideals of liberty.”

The national Party convention is May 22-26, 2008 in Denver, Colorado. Ohio Libertarians have earned seats on the Platform and Credentials committees in addition to 40 delegates to the National Convention. In 2004, the state only sent six people to the National Convention.

“Ohioans really listened to the challenge from the Party and got involved in this drive,” said Kevin Knedler, state chair of the LPO. “Ohio is positioned to have a significant impact on the National Convention in May. This is a great success and we can be proud of it.”

Ohio was the fastest growing affiliate in Nov. and Dec. of 2007, with Pennsylvania having only six more members than Ohio,

Alabama Libertarians Disapprove of State Smoking Ban Proposal

By Stephen Gordon

Late last month, the Alabama Senate Education Committee voted 7-1 for a bill which will significantly impact the rights of business owners, employees and consumers throughout the state. The bill, sponsored by Education Committee Chairman Vivian Davis Figures (D-Mobile) will outlaw smoking a cigarette, cigar or pipe in most restaurants, bars, retail stores, malls, transportation hubs and most other indoor places in Alabama where the public is invited or allowed. This bill, already endorsed by the Senate Democratic Caucus, will now go to the full Senate for consideration.

For the most part, there are very few malls and retail outlets in the state that allow smoking inside their premises. Some airports, such as Huntsville International, will be impacted by this legislation. The bill, should it pass, will change things across the state and could ruin businesses and restaurants across the state will be hurt by this bill.

“It’s a matter of basic property rights and individual liberty,” said Libertarian Party of Alabama Chair Stephen Gordon. “Business owners have the right to determine practices within their own facilities. Customers should have a right to make their own decision about whether they wish to go to a smoking or a non-smoking establishment, or to sit in a smoking or a non-smoking section. Apparently Senator Davis feels entitled to pass laws which deprive our citizens and our business owners of the right to make their own decisions. She is attempting to deprive people of the right to make their own choices by using the force of law to make these personal decisions for every other.”

There is no law in Alabama at this time that mandates that people seek employment in food or entertainment establishments which allow smoking, nor is there any law in place which mandates that customers use such facilities.

“Currently, common sense and the free market are working well to determine where one may or may not smoke,” Gordon continued. “In my general community, there are bars which proudly advertise on the air about their smoke-free status. There are bars which have separate ventilation systems. One would indeed have to try very hard to accidently run into any second hand smoke there.”

The majority of newspaper reports in Alabama aren’t even providing an opposing view to the proposed legislation. That this legislation was initiated in the Senate Education Committee, as proposed to the Health or Small Business Committee, makes public statements that this bill is aimed to protect the health of Alabamians suspect. Instead, this legislation is a direct attack on property rights, individual liberty and the free market.
The Libertarian National Committee welcomes our newest members

Sponsor:
Oliver W. Bivins
Marilyn Nielson

Supporting:
M. Abeshams
Ronald Alexander
Peter Beary
Robert Branson
John M. Bryan
Ralph Cross Jr.
Brian DeMarzo
Richard Gnaedinger
Rich Greenberg
Brad Hacker
James Hawkins
Craig M. Helfrich
Walt Hendrix
Brett Holmes
Paul Kappler
James L. Lester
Robert McIntosh
Thomas Phillips
David A. Ruskin
John C. Schroeder
Mark Shepherd
Claire Skiles
W. Charles Smith
Rebecca Stauter
Steven Stoltz
Charles Tait
Julius Tavernaro
Robert Van Dine
Andy Walker
Ivor L. Wetherby
Joseph G. Whitney
Megan Zilis

Sustaining:
Bernard Aken
Bill Albert
Stephen Alexander
Iana Almog
Mike Anderson
Bryce Angel
P. Arroyo
Richard Ashley
Chris Austin
Brandon Avery,
Robert Badgett
Jeff Baertch
Drew Bailey
Tamara Baltin
William Bancier
Karl A. Barbakci
Tanya Barden
Chenelyn Barker
Robert Barnard
Andre Bates
Jim Bayes
Bridget Bednarczyk
Eugene L. Berger
Andrew Bickel
Donald W. Biggins
Robert Bitancor
Paul Blankenship
Stacie Bledsoe
Anthony Bogan
Joshua Bogard
Mark Bolker
Peter Bontz
Brian Bosh
Hoby Bradfield
Benjamin Brecce
Joseph Brinkley
Stacey Brodsky
Elizabeth Brooks
Gary Bryant
Steven Bucey
Randy Bugna
Eric Bull
Henry Bandy
Toby Butzon
Esther Campbell
Mark Carnett
Juanita Carroll
Edward Casey
Micah Chavin
Richard K. Clark
Jim Claybaugh
Adam Cleary
Jeremy Cobb
Michael Coffel
Brian Colaluca
Larry Collett
Danica Colopy
Tyler Colopy
Harlen Compton
Wayne Confer
William G. Conner
Jeff Cook
Mike Cord
Austin Cornelius
Jeffrey Cowan
Lavon Crubaugh
Cody Cunningham
James Curlee
Michael Currant
R. H. Curry Jr.
Robert Dahlgren
Preston Daniel
Patrick Daugherty
Brian Davis
Jeffery Davis
Jorge De Azvedo
Richard De Rose
William Dennison
Kenneth Dereus
Robert Diederick
John Dillahy
Frederick R. Dixon
John H. Dobkins
Amelia A. Doddy
Rachel Dodsworth
Andrew Donaldson
Elyse Dorsey
Ernest M. Duftee III
Michael Dyke
Charles Eberhardt
Kurt D. Eberhart
Kev-in Eder
Lucas England
Marc Evans
Patrick Fahey
Jason Falter
Josh Findley
Kevin Fitzgerald
Michael Flanagan
Lance Forest
Thomas E. Foster
Thomas R. Fox
Randy Frank
Eric Fretheim
Brian Friesie
Timothy Froelich
Julia Fry
Michael Fucci
Martin Gabel
Norman E. Gallant
Bob Gardner
Judith Gennett
Nathan German
Scott Gibson
Timothy Gillman
Janis Goldber
Matthew Goldthwaithe
Armando Gonzalez
Krista Goodwin
Gregory P. Gorgone
Heidi B. Gründis
Matthew Gray
Steven Gruber
Sean Greeley
Andrea Grieco
Greg Grosser
Stephen Gunter
Burke Guthrie
Kristi Guzman
Thoman Hade
Jorgen Hallbeck
Harald H. Hamilton
Henry L. Hamilton
Chris Hamman
Paul Hansen
Shaun Harcrider
Douglas Harford
Christopher Harkins
Jonathan Hawks
Deborah Heiter
Steven E. Henryson
Helen P. Hiemstra
Matthew Higgins
Peggy Hill
Laura Hills
Whitney D. Hines
Darrel Holiday
John Honey
Paul Horst
Stephen Hudson
Amanda L. Huggins
Christopher Hughes
Jan Imperato
Theodore Importico
Kathleen Jagodnik
Donald Jones
Gerald H. Jones
Logan Jones
Patricia Jossa
Koen Karkoshi
Michael C. Kay
Donnell King
Victoria King
Brian Kittinger
James M. Kleitz
Christopher Klinp
Lee Knais
Oliver Kopitz
Zdzislaw Kosel
Mathew Krieger
Jessica Kunkel
Michael Kurvink
Joseph Kwiatkowski
James Lancaster
Paul E. Laug
Mitchell Langbert
Daniel LaPonis
Paul LeNoble
Carey Linker
Kurtis Liston
Geri Lopker
Blaine Lourd
Maxwell Lundbeck
Chris Lundgren
Michael Lynch
Julio Macias
Dan Mage
Christian Mahne
Charles Mambourg
Tom Manson
Mike Marchetti
Robert Martin
Jean Mather
John Mather
Sky Maja
James Maziarz
Matt McCormack
Tom McGrath
Mike McNamara
Steven Medina
Alexander Mikolowsky
Gregory Miller
Michael Montafia
Bruce Moore
David Moore
Michael Moore
David Morphy
Marry Morrow
David W. Murdoch
Thomas Myers
James Nailey
Tyler Nero
Brent Nifza
Paul Nylander
Thelma Obergfall
Eric Olson
Justine Olson
James O’Neill
Brian Orinick
Glen Osborne
Michael Osterberg
Craig Overboe
Ronald Padget
John Panitecreek
Joey Panto
Larry Parker
Prashant Patel
Henrik Pedersen
Andrew Peppercorn
Kyle Perez
Marshall Phillips
Laura Plagmann
Alan H. Platt
Michael Porter
David L. Powell
Susann M. Powers
Max Prelog
Mike Price
Raymond Radd
Jennifer Raback
John Radin
Lisa Ralph
Margery Reich
Chad Reynolds
Michael Richards
Gregory Riebli
Michelle Rinier
David Rippy Jr.
Chancellor C. Roberts II
Ken Roberts
Marie Roberts
Donald Robertson
Jason Rodriguez
John Rogers
Richard Rönne
Paul Rondeau
Paul Rouches
Herbert Rubin
Michael Rudolph
Ralph Ruedisueki
William J. Rueger
Arnold Saari
Igor Sadyovy
Maggie Salvesen
Wayne Saunders
Thomas Schable
Margaret A. Schmidt
Mary K. Schmidt-Tucker
Travis Schneider
Mark Schreiber
Michael Schuster
James T. Sciveved
Steven Scott
Stan E. Settle
William J. Shaw Jr.
Dave Sheehan
Grover Sheffield
Joseph Shorterlen
Mark Shuanatona
James Sibley
Jack Simonich
John Smallshaw

Brace Smith
Dan Smith
Virginia L. Smith
James Smrz
Jim Staple
TJ Stanford
Harold Stárkey
Chris Stephens
Douglas Stephens
Robert Stephens
Chuck Sterling
Kevin Sullivan
Sean Summars
Adrienne Swan
Wesley M. Tackitt
Jael A. Terrell
Stephen H. Terrill
Christopher Thomas
Eric Thomas
Richard Thomson
Jay R. Thorington
Jennifer Thornton
Terry Thornton
Aston Thorogood
Matthew Tomasito
Timothy Tracy
Tony Trumout
Susan Truskowski
Kevin Turner
Nicole Turosky
Cal Ulmán
Tim Van Wagoner
Michael VanBuskirk
Lawrence R. Vander
Meulen
Joseph E. Varney Jr.
William Vincent
Ervin M. von Mayrhoften
Gerald Voss
Robert Wagner
Daniel L. Walker
Mark Wallace
Robert Wallen
Scott Ward
Gary Washington
James Watkins
Roy Weaver
Lyle Webb
Robert Weber
Eric Welch
Ken Wetzler
Jake Wilburn
Mark Wildman
Donald Wile
David O. Williams
James W. Wilson
Joe Witkowski
Lora Witte
Kelley Wolfe
Joseph A. Wisnewsky
Greg Wood
Michael Zacharia
Walter J. Zambek
Branimir D. Zdunich
Kory Zipperer
Kathleen Zobel
LSLA Conference Empowers Affiliates

Florida State Chairman Karl Dickey sits with his wife before the LSLA Presidential Debate in Las Vegas.

Continued from page 1

ponent of their own choosing.

There were many issues of contention among the presidential hopefuls, but most of the debate revolved around the candidates trying to establish themselves as the most qualified candidate rather than debating direct policy questions.

Following the conclusion of the LSLA conference, the Libertarian National Committee met for their quarterly board meeting. This was the first board meeting of the New Year, and the first time the board has met since the December 2007 meeting in Charleston, SC. During the LNC meeting, the board passed a resolution calling for withdrawal from Iraq without "undue delay." The resolution passed overwhelmingly with 12 votes in affirmation, two in opposition and one abstaining vote.

Other business undertaken by the LNC during the weekend's meeting included a new committee being voted into existence that will investigate how to better conduct outreach to women and minority groups. LNC members Angela Keaton and Stewart Flood will serve on the committee. The committee will be financially self-supporting in its trial phase, with an evaluation on its effectiveness after one year.

This year’s conference was organized by Nevada State Chairman Jim Duensing. Next year’s conference will be organized by Nevada State Chair Stephen Gordon, who was elected Chairman of the Libertarian State Leadership Alliance during the 2008 conference.

Ohio Membership Surges to Become Fourth Largest Libertarian State Affiliate

Continued from page 11

while Texas was in the number three spot with 228 more members. The leading state affiliate of the national Libertarian Party is California, with four times the members of Ohio.

The Libertarian Party of Ohio conducts outreach to fellow Ohioans through candidates for public office, issue-based activities such as gun shows and voter registration drives, petitioning for ballot access or constitutional amendments, county development, media releases and interviews.

If you want to get involved in any of this outreach, simply email Ohio State Chairman Kevin Knedler at knedler@columnbus.rr.com.

If you would like to donate to the state party, please visit the LPO site. Online pledges are completely secure and VERY important to enable the Party leaders to budget. A pledge also entitles you to receive the physical newsletter by traditional mail.

If you have not joined or renewed your national party sustaining membership, you can be part of that effort by going to the national LP site at www.lp.org.

North Carolina Libertarians Unclutter Ballot by Contesting Races

Continued from page 11

unchallenged. North Carolina Libertarians are very close to being able to challenge the two-party duopoly, Howe said. They are near completion of their ballot access drive, which requires them to collect about 70,000 verified signatures to be certified as a political party. They are about 3,000 signatures short of meeting that goal, and the deadline for the petitions is June 1.

"We hope to give the voters of North Carolina a real choice in these unopposed races," Howe says of the petition drive. The Libertarians will nominate candidates for the General Assembly and state offices at the convention April 11-13 in Burlington, N.C. In 2002, the party had candidates running for a majority of the seats in the legislature, giving competition to a number of otherwise unopposed Republican and Democratic candidates.

North Carolina has arguably the most restrictive ballot access requirements in the nation. The state requires a new party to collect signatures from two percent of the number of people who voted in the most recent gubernatorial election to be recognized under state law. This equates to about 70,000 signatures — five times more than the median requirement of any other state with similar rules. Following the petition requirement, the new party must receive 2 percent of the vote in order to maintain state recognition.

The Libertarians are challenging North Carolina’s election laws in court. They filed suit in Sept. 2005, and were later joined by the Green Party. Several individual Libertarian and Green party members are listed as plaintiffs, along with the state parties. The suit asks the court to declare invalid all North Carolina’s statutes regulating political parties. This includes the number of signatures required to get on the ballot and the number of votes need to retain ballot status.

A superior court judge recently denied motions for a summary judgment in the case. It is expected to go to a trial court in the near future.

The LPNC has its ballot access petition on line at www.lpnc.org. North Carolina residents may download and print the petition before sending the signed petition to LPNC, PO Box 28141, Raleigh, NC 27611.

National Convention Grows Even Bigger

Continued from page 2

As a reminder, a late registration fee of $20 after May 12 will be added to each package, so early registration will get the attendee an extra gift and avoid the late registration fee as well.

All in all, the convention is the biggest Libertarian event held. But this event is no longer just for the delegate. A special convention package has been designed with non-delegates in mind: the Congressional Aide Pass. This low-cost pass offers the basic convention package plus all these seminars and breakout sessions for you to choose from! You also get full access to our exhibitor’s area — all right across from the main convention hall on the same level!

Learn more of what the Libertarian Party is all about! Don’t miss out on these fun, informative sessions and exciting exhibitions — go to www.DenverLPCon.com and sign up today!

Libertarian Party of Alabama Fights Smoking Ban

Continued from page 11

amended so that business owners will be properly compensated for any business losses they incur as a result of the forfeiture of a portion of their property rights -- an issue addressed both in the Fifth Amendment and the Alabama Constitution.

The Libertarian Party of Alabama strongly urges Alabamian legislators to consider the property and individual rights of their constituents, as well as the financial repercussions of toying with the free-market system, when this bill hits the Senate floor.

From the National Chairman

Continued from page 8

earmarked contribution coming in the door, the LNC will not be funding petition drives in Oklahoma, West Virginia and the District of Columbia for the 2008 election, I, and others, are not happy about this, and we hope that we will return to doing these drives for 2012. However, all three would be expensive petition drives (with the likelihood of very few Libertarian votes in DC), and the combined population in these two states and DC is less than 2 percent of the entire population of the United States.

If we are able to get our presidential ticket on the ballot in the other 48 states, it will be the sixth time in its history that the Libertarian Party will qualify its presidential ticket for more than 98 percent of the voters of the United States.
Libertarian Party Presidential Candidates - QUALIFIED for LD '08 (ranked in order by funds raised)

**Wayne Allyn Root**
- Hometown: Henderson, NV
- LD '08: QUALIFIED
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $15,439
- More Info: www.exoticaamerica.com

**Daniel Imperato**
- Hometown: Palm Beach, FL
- LD '08: QUALIFIED
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $10,224
- More Info: www.imperat02008.com

**Michael Jingozian**
- Hometown: Sherwood, OR
- LD '08: QUALIFIED
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $8,465
- More Info: www.resetamerica.com

**Bob Jackson**
- Hometown: Colden, MI
- LD '08: QUALIFIED
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $6,975
- More Info: www.bobjackson.org

**Christine Smith**
- Hometown: Arvada, CO
- LD '08: Not Yet Qualified
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $2,335
- More Info: www.christinesforpresident.com

**Steve Kubby**
- Hometown: Ft. Bragg, CA
- LD '08: Not Yet Qualified
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $1,035

**Alden Link**
- Hometown: Newburg, NY
- LD '08: Not Yet Qualified
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $25
- More Info: www.linkforpres.org

**Daniel Williams**
- Hometown: Bonita Springs, FL
- LD '08: Not Yet Qualified
- Constitutionally: Yes
- FEC Filed: Yes
- LD '08 Total: $25
- More Info: www.thenewlibertarian.org
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LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL CONVENTION 2008

Doug Anderson  Bob Barr  Neal Boortz  Michael Cloud  Steve Dasbach  Anthony Gregory  Joe Johnson  David Harsanyi  David Hoagland  Dr. Gary Michael  David Nolan  Reggie Rivers

ADAM’S MARK HOTEL * DENVER, COLORADO * MAY 22nd - MAY 26th


Packages:
- Presidential $469
- Vice Presidential $389
- Senatorial $299
- Speaker $219
- Congressional $179
- Congressional Aide $178
- Junior Congressman $99
- Vegetarian Meals Only

A La Carte Items:
- Convention Book $35
- Convention Bag $15
- Opening Reception $25
- Breakfast with Speaker $55
- Luncheon with Speaker $55
- Floor Speakers $35
- Presidential Banquet $125
A La Carte items sold with Package purchase only.
WANT TO KNOW WHAT’S GOING ON IN YOUR STATE?

Here is a comprehensive listing of upcoming events for which we have received notification. In the future, if there is an event we should be listing, please let us know by contacting our volunteer coordinator and provide what you can for details.

The Volunteer Coordinator can be reached at our headquarters office by calling 202-333-0008.

UPCOMING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEARTLAND LIBERTARIAN CONFERENCE</td>
<td>APRIL 4-5</td>
<td>KANSAS CITY, MO</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.LPMO.ORG/HEART-LAND2008/">WWW.LPMO.ORG/HEART-LAND2008/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 MISSOURI LP CONVENTION</td>
<td>APRIL 4-5</td>
<td>KANSAS CITY, MO</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.LPMO.ORG/EVENTS/CONVENTION/">WWW.LPMO.ORG/EVENTS/CONVENTION/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPO STATE CONVENTION</td>
<td>APRIL 4-6</td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.LPO.ORG">WWW.LPO.ORG</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP UTAH STATE CONVENTION</td>
<td>APRIL 5</td>
<td>SALT LAKE CITY, UT</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.LPUTAH.ORG">WWW.LPUTAH.ORG</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 LP NORTH CAROLINA STATE CONVENTION</td>
<td>APRIL 11-13</td>
<td>LAQUINTA, INN</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.LPNC.ORG">WWW.LPNC.ORG</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 LP WISCONSIN STATE CONVENTION</td>
<td>APRIL 12</td>
<td>COLISEUM BAR AND BANQUET CENTER MADISON, W</td>
<td>JULIE FOX <a href="mailto:jfox1214@sbcglobal.net">jfox1214@sbcglobal.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX PROTEST RALLY</td>
<td>APRIL 12</td>
<td>STATE CAPITOL ST. PAUL, MN</td>
<td>BOB ODDEN <a href="mailto:BOBODDEN@HOTMAIL.COM">BOBODDEN@HOTMAIL.COM</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 LP MINNESOTA STATE CONVENTION</td>
<td>APRIL 13</td>
<td>HILTON GARDEN INN BLOOMINGTON, MN</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.LPMN.ORG/CONVENTION_2008/">WWW.LPMN.ORG/CONVENTION_2008/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXEC. COMMITTEE MEETING</td>
<td>APRIL 21</td>
<td>LIBERTY CENTER</td>
<td>BOB ODDEN <a href="mailto:BOBODDEN@HOTMAIL.COM">BOBODDEN@HOTMAIL.COM</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA PRIMARY DAY PETITIONING EFFORT</td>
<td>APRIL 22</td>
<td>PA POLLING PLACES</td>
<td>J. “MIK” ROBERTSON <a href="mailto:CHAIR@LPPA.ORG">CHAIR@LPPA.ORG</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 LP NEW YORK STATE CONVENTION</td>
<td>APRIL 26</td>
<td>RECEPTION HOUSE FLUSHING, NY</td>
<td>JEFF RUSSEL <a href="mailto:JRUS1776@AOL.COM">JRUS1776@AOL.COM</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 LP NATIONAL CONVENTION</td>
<td>MAY 22-26</td>
<td>ADAM’S MARK HOTEL DENVER, CO</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.LPCONVENTION.ORG">WWW.LPCONVENTION.ORG</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP MICHIGAN 2008 CONVENTION</td>
<td>JUNE 7</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.MI.LP.ORG">WWW.MI.LP.ORG</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Have you ever thought about running for public office?

Running for public office is easier than you think. It is always a great way to serve your community while promoting the Libertarian Party. To obtain information about local races, or for more information about how to launch your campaign, contact your state chairman, or email Libertarian Party Political Director Sean Haugh at Sean.haugh@lp.org.

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR PARTY?

Each issue, we’ll ask you a question, and the answer will be provided in the next issue of LP News. Discussion on the question is welcome in “Letters to the Editor,” space permitting.

Where were the last three LP National Conventions held?

Last Issue’s LP Question:
Currently, how many candidates are vying for the Libertarian Party’s nomination for president?

Answer:
The Libertarian Party has 14 candidates running for its nomination as of 3/17/08.